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Comment on ‘‘First-principles calculation of the superconducting transition in MgB2
within the anisotropic Eliashberg formalism’’
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Choi et al. @Phys. Rev. B66, 020513~2002!# recently presented first-principles calculations of the electron-
phonon coupling and superconductivity in MgB2, emphasizing the importance of anisotropy and anharmonic-
ity. We point out that~1! variation of the superconducting gap inside thes or the p bands can hardly be
observed in real samples, and~2! taking the anisotropy of the Coulomb repulsion into account influences the
size of the small gap,Dp .
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In a recent paper,1 as well as in a follow-up paper,2 Choi
et al. presented anab initio calculation of the superconduc
ing transition and superconducting properties of MgB2. The
important improvement over existing calculations was t
they allowed the order parameter to vary freely over
Fermi surface, i.e.,D5D(k), and at the same time took th
anharmonicity into account. As a consequence, they ha
compute the fully anisotropic electron-phonon interactio
l(k,k8) and solve the corresponding Eliashberg equati
The Coulomb pseudopotentialm* (k,k8) was assumed not to
depend onk andk8, and was treated as an adjustable para
eter. First-generationab initio calculations of the supercon
ducting transition and superconducting properties of Mg2

had assumedD to be constant and had therefore solv
merely the isotropic Eliashberg equation.3 Moreover, anhar-
monicity had been neglected. It was soon pointed out4 that
the calculated electron-phonon coupling suggests that
gap on the twop sheets of the Fermi surface is smaller th
that on the twos sheets, and that anharmonicity is impo
tant. This led to the so-called two-band model.Ab initio cal-
culations of the second generation4–6 allowed for two, and
sometimes four gaps,Dn , and thus had to computelnn8 to
estimate the anisotropy ofmnn8

* , and to solve the correspond
ing Eliashberg equations.

Here we shall comment on~1! whether consequences o
anisotropy beyond that of the two-band model may be
served and~2! whether at this level of detail the assumptio
of a uniform Coulomb repulsion made by Choiet al. is war-
ranted.

~1! Reference 1 implies that there is a distribution of ga
within thes and thep sheets, not only in the calculations fo
perfectly clean MgB2, but also in the actual material; i
other words, that the distribution of gaps shown in Fig. 2
Ref. 2 isobservable.However, in the theory of anisotropi
superconductivity it is known that any intraband nonunifo
mity of the order parameter is suppressed by strong intrab
impurity scattering. It is not immediately obvious, thoug
when scattering should be considered strong in this con
tion. Since excitation gaps are not equal to the order par
eters anymore, one needs to compare individual densitie
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states~DOS!, N(E), for the two s bands~or the two p
bands! with each other for a given scattering strength, a
check whetheruNs12Ns2u!uNs11Ns2u. The relevant ex-
pression can be found in Ref. 7. In the limit of large scatt
ing rates,g, one can derive an analytical expression for th
criterion, namely,g.A^D&dD ~Ref. 8!, where ^D& is the
averageorder parameter, anddD is the variation of theor-
der parameterover the Fermi surface in question. With th
data from Refs. 1 and 2 for̂D& anddD, this gives charac-
teristic scattering rates of, respectively, 2 and 1.5 meV for
s and p bands. Therefore, to observe four distinct gaps
MgB2 one needs samples with scattering rates smaller th
meV, that is, with mean free paths beyond 1500 Å. To o
serve gap variations beyond the four-band model, far clea
samples are needed. This is the reason why at most
distinct gaps have been observed in experiments. It is e
surprising that the difference of 5 meV between the gaps
the s and thep bands is not smeared out. This seems to
due to the inability of common impurities to couple betwe
the disparates and p band wave functions,9 so thatgsp

!gss;gpp .
~2! For the Coulomb pseudopotential, Choiet al. used

m* (k,k8)5m* (vc)50.12 ~with the cutoff frequencyvc

'5vph
max) and stated that the superconducting properties

MgB2 were not very sensitive to the choice ofm* (vc). This
at first seems plausible, because the Coulomb pseudopo
tial enters the Eliashberg equation only in the combinat
l(k,k8,n2n8)2m* (k,k8), and thel distribution varies on
the scale of;1.8, ;0.3, and;0.2 for ss, pp, and sp
scattering, respectively@see Fig. 3 of Ref. 1#. Therefore, at
most thesp scattering can be influenced by anisotropy
m* . We shall argue that thesp interband Coulomb matrix
elementsare considerably smaller than the intraband mat
elements due to the very small overlap of thes- andp-band
charge densities5 and that this is sufficient to influence th
superconducting properties, in particular the size of the sm
gap,Dp .

Choi et al. do not give the band-integrated values of th
coupling constants, but by integrating Fig. 3 of Ref. 1 w
the DOS ratioNp /Ns51.37 according to
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Critical tem-
perature and the values of thes
andp gaps at 1 K asfunctions of
the renormalized Coulomb
pseudopotential,m* (vc), in two
models: the uniform model where
all matrix elements of the Cou
lomb repulsion are equal and th
diagonal model where the inter
band matrix elements are zero. I
both cases the normalization i
chosen so as to produce given va
ues ofm* (vc) after proper sum-
mation over all bands. The two
gaps obtained fromm* (vc)’s giv-
ing Tc’s of 39 K in the two models
are connected vertically.
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Wnkl~k,k8,0!Wn8k8Nn8 ~1!

for the phonon-mediated coupling of an electron in bandn to
all electrons in bandn8, we can map the fully anisotropi
model of Choi et al. onto a two-gap model withlss

50.78,lsp50.15,lps50.11, and lpp50.21. Thesel
values yield the mass-renormalization parameters in Fig.
Ref. 1: m* /m215ls5lsp1lss'0.94 and lp5lps

1lpp'0.32. The total isotropic ~thermodynamic! l
5(Nsls1Nplp)/N50.61, which of course is the same
the one given by Choiet al. Here, and in Eq.~1!, N is the
DOS summed over all bands. With this two-gap model
have performed strong-coupling Eliashberg calculations
order to compare the results forTc and the gaps with thos
resulting from the fully anisotropic treatment. For all fo
spectral functions we used the isotropica2F(v) from Fig. 1
of Ref. 1 scaled to produce thel matrix given above. The
m* (vc) matrix is obtained from Eq.~1! with l(k,k8,0) sub-
stituted bym* (vc) of Choi et al. The resultingTc and the
gaps are shown by dashed lines in Fig. 1 as functions
m* (vc). At m* (vc)50.12, as used by Choiet al., we get
Tc543 K, Ds57.2 meV, andDp51.3 meV. The corre-
sponding values quoted by Choiet al. are 39 K, 6.8 meV,
and 1.8 meV. These differences are hardly due to intrab
anisotropy, first of all because it can only increaseTc . Sec-
ond, increasing the number of gaps from two to four in t
Eliashberg equations, which should account for most of
anisotropy beyond the two-gap model, we found rather sm
changes.10

If, on the other extreme, we assume that there is no C
lomb repulsion between thes andp electrons, then the cor
responding two-gap treatment gives the full lines in Fig
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and, hence,Tc538 K, Ds56.5 meV, andDp51.8 meV for
m* (vc)50.12, incidentally, rather close to the values quot
in Refs. 1 and 2. If the magnitude ofm* in both calculations

FIG. 2. ~Color! Constant-density contour for the normalizeds
~orange! andp ~green! electron densities,uc(r )us

2 and uc(r )up
2 , at

the Fermi level.
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shown in Fig. 1 is adjusted to produce the sameTc of 39 K,
the value of the lower gap changes from'2 meV~diagonal!
to '0.4 meV~uniform!.

That uniform and diagonal Coulomb pseudopotenti
yield different results is not surprising. The same to
Eliashbergm* in the uniform case is distributed over intra
and interband terms so that thess part of the pairing inter-
action suffers less than in the case of a diagonalm* . lss is
more important for the critical temperature, andlsp for gen-
eratingDp . For uniformm* , therefore, theTc and Ds are
larger, andDp is much smaller.

Having demonstrated that the assumed structure ofm*
matters for the details of the superconducting properties
MgB2,11 the size ofDp in particular, let us finally estimate
this structure from first principles. The unrenormalizedm is
the matrix element^nk↑,n2k↓uVCun8k8↑,n82k8↓& for
scattering a Cooper pair from stateun8k8& to stateunk& via a
phonon with wave vectork2k8. Inserting this matrix ele-
ment in Eq. ~1! instead of l(k,k8,0) yields mnn8 . Here
VC(r,r 8) is the screened Coulomb interaction between
electrons, and since it has short range in good metal
makes sense to take it proportional to the delta funct
d(r2r 8). This leads to the following estimate:

m}NE ucnk~r !u2ucn8k8~r !u2d3r ,

mnn8}Nn8E uc~r !un
2uc~r !un8

2 d3r , ~2!

whereuc(r )un
2[(kucnk(r )u2d(«nk)/Nn is the shape, normal

ized to 1 in the cell or the crystal, of the electron density
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bandn at the Fermi level. Theses andp densities are shown
in Fig. 2, and they yield for the ratios of the integrals
Eq. ~2!

^ucus
4&:^ucup

4 &:^ucus
2 ucup

2 &;3.0:1.8:1. ~3!

These ratios reflect the facts that thes density is more com-
pact than thep density, and that the overlap of these tw
densities is small. Note that the exceptional smallness of
interband impurity scattering9 in MgB2 is due not only to this
difference in charge density, but also to a disparity of thes
andp wave functions.

From Eqs. ~2! and ~3! we get mss :mpp :msp :mps

53.1:2.6:1.4:1. Now, any anisotropy in thebare pseudopo-
tential is furtherenhancedin the renormalizedm* . In the
one-band casem is renormalized asm* (vc)5m/@1
1m ln(W/vc)#, whereW is a characteristic electronic energ
of the order of the bandwidth or plasma frequency. For
multiband case, this is a matrix equation withW being a
diagonal matrix with elementsWn . Assuming for simplicity
that mss5mpp5Amsp with A.1, and that
msslog(Ws /vc)5mpplog(Wp /vc)5L, one obtains A* 5A
1(A2A21)L. For MgB2, L;0.5–1 andA;2.3, so that
A* ;3 –4, which is very different from the uniformm.

In conclusion, any difference between the results of
fully anisotropic Eliashberg formalism and those of the tw
gap formalism will hardly be observable in real MgB2
samples. On the other hand, the anisotropy of the Coulo
pseudopotential is likely to have an observable effect on
size of the small gap,Dp .

The authors thank W.E. Pickett for numerous helpful d
cussions, and for critical reading of the manuscript.
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